Consent to Release/Obtain Information
Full Name of Client: ______________________________________ Date of Birth: _________________________

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________
(i.e. Full name of individual(s), “All past/current/future treating providers”, etc.)

Entity: ________________________________________________________ Phone: _____________________
(i.e. Physician’s Office, Other Mental/Behavioral Health Provider, DFPS, OCOK, Probation, Attorney’s Office, etc.)

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________
(Street)

(City)

(State)

(Zip Code)

I, _________________________________, _______________ authorize Lena Pope Home, Inc. to
Name (First & Last)

Date of Birth

( ) Release information ( ) Obtain information
Regarding treatment for: ( ) Myself ( ) My child.
This information may be released/obtained: ( ) Verbally ( ) In writing
The purpose of the disclosure authorized herein of client information is (purpose as specific as possible):
( ) S.S.I.
( ) Disability
( ) Insurance documentation

( ) Treatment purposes
( ) Transfer to new services
( ) Personal documentation

( ) Coordination of Care (letter)
( ) Educational Records
( ) Other

Information to be Released/Obtained:
(
(
(
(
(

) Diagnosis
( ) Progress Notes
) Clinical Assessment
( ) Psychosocial Assessment
) Psychiatric Records
( ) Substance Use Treatment
) Summary of Treatment Records and Contact Dates
) Entire Record
( ) Other

(
(
(
(

) Closure Summary
) Educational Records
) Treatment Plan
) Recommendations

I understand that my records are protected under Federal regulations governing Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and
Confidentiality of Substance Use Disorder Patient Records (42 CFR Part 2) and cannot be disclosed without my written consent unless otherwise
provided for in Federal and State regulations. I understand that the information authorized for disclosure pursuant to this Consent will include a notice of
prohibition of re-disclosure. I understand that I may be denied services if I refuse to consent to a disclosure for purposes of treatment, payment, or health
care operations if permitted by State regulations. I understand that I will not be denied services if I refuse to consent to a disclosure for other purposes. I
understand that I may revoke this Consent at any time by providing written notification of my revocation to Lena Pope except to the extent that the
request has already been executed. I understand that this Consent will automatically expire 1 year from the date signed. I acknowledge my right to
receive a copy of this Consent upon completion.

( ) I hereby refuse to give authorization for any release of information
Signature of client/representative: ______________________________________

Date:

If representative, describe authority to act for the individual:
Witness:

Date:
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Telemental Health Informed Consent for Treatment of Self or of Minor Child
As a client or patient receiving mental services through telemental health technologies, I
understand:
1. Telemental health is the delivery of mental health services using interactive technologies
(use of audio, video or other electronic communications) between a therapist and a client
who are not in the same physical location.
2. Electronic systems used will incorporate network and software security protocols to
protect the privacy and security of mental health information and will include measures to
safeguard the data to ensure its integrity against intentional or unintentional corruption.
Benefits & Limitations:
3. This service is provided by technology (including but not limited to video, phone, text,
apps and email) and may not involve direct face to face communication. There are
benefits and limitations to this service.
4. Regardless of the sophistication of today’s technology, some information a therapist
would ordinarily utilize in in-person sessions may not be available in telemental health
sessions. I understand that such missing information could, in some situations, make it
more difficult for a therapist to understand my problems and to help me.
5. Telemental health services may not be covered by insurance. During the COVID-19
disruption, most insurance companies have agreed to pay for telemental health as
they would for in-person sessions. Should you have questions about your specific
insurance company’s policy, please reach out to them directly.
Risks of Technology:
6. These services rely on technology, which allows for greater convenience in service
delivery. There are risks in transmitting information over technology that include, but are
not limited to, breaches of confidentiality, theft of personal information, and disruption of
service due to technical difficulties.
7. I understand that telemental health is a new delivery method for professional services, in
an area not yet fully validated by research, and may have potential risks, possibly
including some that are not yet known.
8. Among the risks that are presently known is the possibilities that the technology will fail
before or during the sessions, that the transmitted information in any form will be unclear
or inadequate for proper use in the sessions, and/or that the information will be
intercepted by an unauthorized person or persons.
9. In rare instances, security protocols could fail, causing a breach of privacy of personal
health information.
10. I understand that if I enter private information on a public access or shared computer or

network, it is possible that it can be accessed by other people. I should ensure the
equipment I am using is private.
11. “Auto-remember” of usernames and passwords should not be used when using
telemental health services.
Technology Requirements:
12. I understand that I will need access to, and familiarity with, the appropriate technology in
order to participate in the service provided.
Exchange of Information:
13. The exchange of information will not be physical, and any paperwork exchanged will
likely be provided through electronic means or through postal delivery.
14. During my telemental health sessions, details of my medical history and personal mental
health information may be discussed with myself or other mental health care
professionals through the use of interactive video, audio or other telecommunications
technology.
Local Practitioners:
15. If a need for direct, in-person services arises, it is my responsibility to contact my
therapist’s office for an in-person appointment, or my primary care physician if my
therapist is unavailable. I understand that an opening may not be immediately available
in either office.
Discontinuing Care:
16. I understand that at any time, the sessions can be discontinued either by me or by my
designee or by my mental health care provider.
17. I further understand that I do not have to answer any question that I feel is inappropriate
or that I do not wish persons present to hear; and that any refusal to participate in the
sessions or use of technology will not affect my continued treatment; and that no action
will be taken against me based upon such refusal to participate.
18. I acknowledge, however, that diagnosis depends on information, and treatment depends
on diagnosis, so if I withhold information, I assume the risk that a diagnosis might not be
made or might be made incorrectly. If that occurs, my telemental health-based treatment
might be less successful than it otherwise would be, or it could fail entirely.
19. I may decline any telemental health services at any time without jeopardizing my access
to future care, services, and benefits.
Modification Plan:
20. My therapist and I will regularly reassess the appropriateness of continuing to deliver
services to me through the use of telemental health, and modify our plan as needed.

Emergency Protocol:
21. In emergencies, in the event of disruption of service, or for routine or administrative
reasons, it may be necessary to communicate by other means:
22. In emergency situations:

Disruption of Service:
23. Should service be disrupted: my therapist will immediately call me back. If I am not able
to answer, my therapist will use other communication means to ensure you are safe (i.e.
text, email.) and services are delivered effectively.
24. For other communication:

Therapist Communication:
25. My therapist may utilize alternative means of communication in the following
circumstances:
disruption in cell service, you not answering phone calls,
disruption in video/audio equipment or internet service
26. My therapist will respond to communications and routine messages within 24 HOURS.
Client Communication:
27. It is my responsibility to maintain privacy on the client end of communication. Insurance
companies, those authorized by the client, and those permitted by law may also have
access to records or communications.
28. I will take the following precautions to ensure that my communications are directed only
to my therapist or other designated individuals:

Records and Web Maintenance:
29. My therapist will maintain electronic records in accordance with relevant laws and
statutes. This includes, but is not limited to, the type of encryption and security assigned
to the records, and if/for how long the archival storage of records are maintained.
30. My communication exchanged with my therapist will be stored in the following manner:

Laws & Standards:
31. The laws and professional standards that apply to in-person mental health services also
apply to telemental health. These can be found at https://www.bhec.texas.gov/statuesand-rules/index.html

Mobile Application:
32. My private health information may be transmitted from my practitioner’s mobile device to
my own or from my device to that of my practitioner via an ‘application” (abbreviated as
“app”).
33. I understand that a variety of alternative methods of mental health care may be available
to me, and that I may choose one or more of these at any time. My mental health care
provider has explained the alternative to my satisfaction.
Equipment:
34. I represent that I am using my own equipment to communicate and not equipment
owned by another, and specifically not using my employer’s computer or network. I
understand the risk that any information I enter into an employer’s computer can be
considered by the courts to belong to my employer and my privacy may thus be
compromised.
Identification:
35. I understand that I will be informed of the identities of all parties present during the
sessions or who have access to my personal mental health information and of the
purpose for such individuals to have such access as referenced in the Receipt of Privacy
Practices I was provided.
Telemental Health Process:
36. My therapist has explained how the telemental health sessions are performed and how
they will be used for my treatment. My therapist also explained how the sessions will
differ from in-person services, including but not limited to emotional reactions that may be
generated by the technology.
37. There is potential for misunderstandings arising from the lack of visual cues and voice
intonations when communicating electronically. My therapist will address this with me
individually.
38. My therapist will verify my identity if using audio-only services. An individualized ID
number will be given to me, and my therapist will ask for me to give him/her that number
to verify my identity at the beginning of each session.
Additional Services:
39. I understand that it is my duty to inform my therapist of electronic interactions regarding
my care that I may have with other mental health care providers.
Electronic Presence:
40. In brief, I understand that my therapist will not be physically in my presence. Instead, we
will see and hear each other electronically, or that other information such as information I
enter into an “app” will be transmitted electronically to and from myself and my therapist.

Release of Information:
41. I authorize the release of any information pertaining to me determined by my therapist,
my other health care practitioners or by my insurance carrier to be relevant to the
sessions or processing of insurance claims, including but not limited to my name, Social
Security number, birth date, diagnosis, treatment plan and other clinical or medical
record information to my insurance company.
Limits of Confidentiality:
42. I also understand that, under the law, and regardless of what form of communication I
use in working with my therapist, my therapist may be required to report to law
enforcement authorities information suggesting that I have engaged in behaviors that
endanger myself or others.
Alternatives:
43. The alternatives to the telemental health sessions have been explained to me, including
their risks and benefits, as well as the risks and benefits of going without treatment. I
understand that I can still pursue in-person sessions. I understand that the telemental
health sessions do not necessarily eliminate my need to see a therapist in person, and I
have received no guarantee as to the telemental health sessions’ effectiveness.
Records:
44. I understand that my telemental health sessions may be recorded and stored
electronically as part of my medical records. I understand that sessions and disclosures
will be held in confidence subject to state and/or federal law.
45. I understand that I am ordinarily guaranteed access to my records and that copies of my
records are available to me on my written request.
46. I also understand, however, that if my therapist, in the exercise of professional judgment,
concludes that providing my records to me could threaten the safety of a human being,
myself or another person, he or she may rightfully decline to provide them. If such a
request is made and honored, I understand that I retain sole responsibility for the
confidentiality of the records released to me and that I may have to pay a reasonable fee
to get a copy.
Contact Information:
47. I have received a copy of my therapist’s contact information, including his or her name,
telephone number, voice mail number, business address, mailing address, and e-mail
address.
Emergency Care:
48. I acknowledge that if I am facing or if I think I may be facing an emergency situation that
could result in harm to me or to another person, I am not to seek a telemental health
session. Instead, I agree to seek care immediately through my own local health care
provider or at the nearest hospital emergency department or by calling 911.
49. I am aware that my therapist may contact the proper authorities and/or my designated,

local contact person in case of an emergency.
50. These are the names and telephone numbers of my local emergency contacts (including
local physician; crisis hotline; trusted family, friend, or adviser).
MHMR iCARE Hotline

_____________ Name

(817) 335-3022

Telephone Number
_____________ Name
Telephone Number
_____________ Name
Telephone Number

Release of Liability:
51. I unconditionally release and discharge Lena Pope Home, Inc, its affiliates, agents, and
employees any liability in connection with my participation in the remote sessions.
Final Agreement:
52. I have read this document carefully and fully understand the benefits and risks. I have
had the opportunity to ask any questions I have and have received satisfactory answers.
53. With this knowledge, I voluntarily consent to participate in the telemental health
sessions, including but not limited to any care, treatment, and services deemed
necessary and advisable, under the terms described herein.
My signature affirms that I have read or heard the information above and that it was
presented to me in clear, non-technical language. This information is understood by me
and enables me to make an informed voluntary consent to counseling for myself and/or
the child named below.
____________________________________________________________________________
Adult Client’s/Consenting Adult’s Name
Adult Client/Consenting Adult’s Signature
_____________________________________
Minor Client’s Name
_______________________________
Today’s Date

Grievance Procedure
I _________________________ acknowledge that within 24 hours of beginning services with Lena
Pope, I was informed that I have the right to file a complaint or grievance about any problem that I may
wish to have addressed.
I have received instruction in where to get complaint or grievance forms. I also understand how to file a
complaint and how my complaint will be resolved.
I understand no one can punish, threaten, or discriminate against me for using or helping someone else file a
complaint or grievance.
I understand that if I am not satisfied with any decision regarding my complaint, that I have the right to appeal
the decision to the next highest level and to the Executive Director of Lena Pope.
The following is a list of steps of the grievance process:
a. Any client may request a Grievance Form from any Counseling Services staff member in-person or by
calling (817) 255-2652.
b. Any client may request and will be provided writing materials, postage, access to a telephone for the
purpose of filing, and/or assistance in completing the form from a Counseling Services staff member.
c. Any client may submit a completed and signed form to the Counseling Services Supervisor or Director.
A copy of the form will be provided to the Executive Director and Director of Human Resources. If there
is an issue that requires more immediate attention, additional copies of the form will be distributed to
the appropriate individuals as soon as possible.
d. The Counseling Services Supervisor or Director will evaluate the grievance thoroughly and objectively,
obtain additional information as needed, and respond to the client with the proposed resolution(s) within
seven (7) business days.
e. The Counseling Services Supervisor or Director will document the grievance process and a copy of the
form, resolution(s), and outcome(s) will be sent to the Executive Offices.
f. Documentation of all grievances will be maintained in a central file in the Counseling Services
Department.
g. Any client may file the grievance directly with the Texas Behavioral Health Executive Council. (Texas
Administrative Code §884.31(b))
NOTICE TO CLIENTS
The Texas Behavioral Health Executive Council investigates and prosecutes professional misconduct
committed by marriage and family therapists, professional counselors, psychologists, psychological
associates, social workers, and licensed specialists in school psychology. Although not every complaint
against or dispute with a licensee involves professional misconduct, the Executive Council will provide
you with information about how to file a complaint.
Texas Behavioral Health Executive Council
333 Guadalupe St., Tower 3, Room 900, Austin, Texas 78701
1-800-821-3205 toll-free
By signing my name, I acknowledge that I have been explained the Grievance Procedure as they are outlined
above, and that I understand how to file a complaint or grievance.
___________________________________________________
Client’s Signature

_______________________________
Date

____________________________________________________ _______________________________
Parent’s Signature
Date
____________________________________________________ _______________________________
Witness
Date
Revised 12/1/16, 9/1/2020

Client and Consenter may receive a signed copy of this document.

